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Inovatools’ SolidCarbide Cutters
Designed for Medical
Components
Originally titled 'Solid-Carbide Cutters for Medical Components'

Inomed tools machine medical components made from hard-to-machine
materials.
EDITED BY ANGELA OSBORNE
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Inovatools’ Inomed line offers a selection of solid-carbide premium
tools and customized special tools for medical components, including
mills, drills, engravers, deburrers and special tools. According to the
company, the line is designed for complex drilling and milling tasks
with micron-level precision, and precise drilling for diameters
between 0.1 mm and 20.0 mm on medical components made from
titanium, chromium cobalt and INOX.
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According to the company, the solid-carbide engraving and deburring
tools are suited to microchamfering and deburring difficult materials
such as titanium and stainless steel as well as machining areas that are
hard to reach. The solid-carbide drills are said to offer precise drilling
for titanium and other noncorrosive and hard-to-machine materials.
The solid-carbide INOX mills, mini mills, reamers and drills are
designed for machining titanium bone plates, which can have
difficult-to-access geometries.
The company says the Inovatools Curvemax enables shorter production
times because its curve segment mill features special geometries to
permit larger path distances and line jumps during prefinishing and
finishing. Although the working radius is larger than that of a
traditional full-radius mill, the tool still has the same diameter, leading
to reduced process times. The larger and flatter overlap is said to
reduce roughness and ensure surface finishes that are better than
those created by traditional full-radius mills. The Curvemax mills can
also be used to create undercuts, freeform surfaces and variable
setting angles. Complex contours can be prefinished and finished, even
on narrow inside radii.

RELATED CONTENT
Thread Whirling Basics
The rapidly increasing demand for high-value threaded parts with
exceptionally high length-to-diameter ratios has created a lot of interest
in thread whirling technology among American shops and
manufacturers.
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